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Mission
Statement:
To promote, support and
advance visual arts education
through leadership, professional
development, research and
service.
Jessica Jackson, Gr.11, Gloucester HS. Art Educator: Robert Barkley
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President's Message
Scott Russell
Have you ever felt like you’ve
been doing it alone?
I hope not, and if you have, I hope now you realize
that for 50 years the VAEA has been in your corner,
spreading the message that the ARTS ARE VITAL
TO COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION OF EVERY
STUDENT!
And we will keep spreading that message, that ART
GROWS POTENTIAL, to every student, every
administrator, every parent, every legislator, and every
member and potential member. We will do it because it’s
right, we will do it tirelessly, and we will do it at every
possible moment, to anyone who will listen.

Mark, Gr.11, Art 3, Hermitage HS. Art Educator: Janet Masterson.

50 Years
That’s what we celebrated at our last conference.
50 years of being the Virginia Art Education Association.
50 years of advocacy
50 years supporting art educators in and out of the classroom
50 years of sharing best practices
50 years of evolving to meet the changing trends in education
50 years of supporting students by providing their art educators
a professional learning community.
It is hard to imagine. And just when you start to, consider
that our work traces back to 1915, when the first president
of the Art Section of the VEA was elected, that we have been
supporting the arts in the Commonwealth for almost 100
years…
It’s almost too much to consider. Can you imagine how many
students have been impacted? How many art educators have
been members? How many other potential members there
were? How many parents were impacted and informed about
the value of an arts education? How many legislators were
contacted to hear the need to support the growth of the arts in
public schools?

Why? Because we are
the VAEA, we know
the value of what we
teach, we see it in the
eyes of our students
every day, we see it
when they accomplish
a hard task in our
classroom, discover
a new artist to inspire
them in our museums
and choose to share
the importance of
the arts to the next
generation as their
career.
So shout it from your
classroom, put it on
your websites, your
emails, your letters
home to parents; share
it in your museums,
your colleges and
universities. Tell a
colleague that isn’t
yet a member. That’s
the main way we have
continued to grow to
1000 members. But
we’re barely halfway
there.

Claire, Patrick Henry HS.
Art Educator: Jen Stackpole.
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Conference Report

2012

by Maripat Hyatt
VAEA Vice-President
What an absolutely wonderful conference! Over 470 people
attended. We had 335 pre-register by October 1st to receive
Noah Scalin’s book. I heard from so many people that
they enjoyed the sessions and the various activities that
encompassed our state conference. And the results of the
conference evaluation support what I heard at the conference.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

90% felt the sessions were
either good or fantastic
59% felt the Vendor opening on
Thursday night was a highlight
36% felt the Artisans Gallery
was a highlight
27% felt that the Friday Event
was a highlight
35% felt that the Saturday
Awards Breakfast was a
highlight
78% used the website and 26%
felt it was helpful
82% felt the sessions were
scheduled appropriately

Scott Russell, Noah Scalin, and Maripa Hyatt.

Next year’s conference will be held
at the Fairview Park Marriot
in Falls Church,
October 31-November 2, 2013.

Photo by Luisa Nazarro

Noah Scalin
Comments on Noah Scalin’s
keynote: “Absolutely amazing
and incredibly inspiring!”
“Dynamic Speaker”,
“Motivating”, “Adaptable for
the classroom”.

A comment on Deborah
Reeve’s address at the
Deborah Reeve
breakfast “Important as
she communicated pressing needs for the art education
community. It is essential that we understand and
communicate the importance of our profession in this
modern and constantly changing world. As art programs
are being pushed to the periphery by policy makers, the
demand for visually educated and creative individuals in
the work force grows. It was great to hear these statements
made at our conference, and I was happy to hear her charge
art educators with the job of becoming leaders and advocates
outside of our classrooms.”
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I have already received some communications from the
Northern Virginia folks who are thinking about next year’s
Keynote as well as activities for next year. All of you should
be thinking about what you would like to have seen this year
for sessions and whether YOU are the person that can provide
a session on that topic. I plan on sending out the proposal
requests in March 2013. One request that has come up several
times on the survey is for evening sessions on Friday night so
that may be an option next year.
I look forward to working on the 2013 conference. I also want
to thank all of the people who made the 2012 conference so
successful, our presenters, the
vendors, and most especially
Sandee Darden and her
Tidewater committee chairs
as well as Peggy Wood our
VAEA executive secretary!
None of it would have
been possible without the
teamwork!

Sandee Darden with Angie
Salerno, official Conference
Photographer.

Editor’s Note: Many thanks to
Angie Salerno for her unfailing
devotion and tireless efforts in
capturing images of so many aspects
of the conference. I wish we had
room to show them all. Checkout
Facebook and the website for many
more full color photos... relive the
moments!

Awards
Photo by Luisa Nazarro

Margaret D. “Maggie” Bowen
Virginia Art Educator of the Year, 2012

As Adjunct Instructor to Christopher
Newport University’s Art Department,
Margaret Bowen participated in the
Platform Committee for the NAEA Position
Statement regarding the Art Educator /
Teaching Collaboration. Her Chairmanship
of the VA State Nominating Committee for
Philanthropic Educational Organization and Chair of the local P.O.E. Chapter, gave her
the opportunity to facilitate awarding over $30,000 in scholarships. A decade earlier
Maggie was awarded six grants from the Virginia Commission for the Arts
Maggie’s reputation as an artist / art educator extends into the realm of fiber fabrication.
In addition to exhibiting her own works professionally, this award winning artist /
juror / educator and her students have presented a variety of fiber related sessions at
numerous regional workshops and state conferences.

Photo by Luisa Nazarro

VAEA Past President and
newly elected NAEA PresidentElect Pat Franklin with fellow
Newport News Art Educator,
Maggie Bowen.

Maggie with two of her former
CNU students who helped her
present at VAEA Conferences.

Her role as CNU’s Supervisor of student teachers has influenced over a decade of pre-service teachers who have successfully
entered a career in art education.
It was best stated by Francie Pierce, former student teacher and Lead Elementary Art Educator, Carver Elementary, Newport
News VA. “She consistently sets high expectations for her students as art educators. All of us are better art educators because of
our interactions with Maggie…and for her excellence in and dedication to nurturing the next generation of art teachers. She has
made a significant and honorable contribution to this profession here in Virginia”.
The Virginia Art Education Association is exceptionally proud to honor our most deserving candidate, Margaret D. “Maggie”
Bowen as our Virginia Art Educator of the Year 2012 for her contributions to the field of art education.

VAEA Annual Awards Celebration
Fall Conference, Norfolk 2012
By Patsy Parker
This year our Awards Program has two sections: the first
part acknowledges outstanding service to the VAEA and the
second part acknowledges the achievement in specific VAEA
divisions.
This year’s recipient of the Distinguished Service within
the Profession is Dr. Nancy Lampert from Virginia
Commonwealth University. Dr. Lampert is an invited
reviewer for the NAEA Journal of Art Education and
facilitates the NAEA Special Needs Issues Group Website.
She has an extensive list of publications in the field of art
education including a symposium entitled “Enhancing
Critical Thinking with Art Education” at the Pompidou
Centre in Paris. Her vita indicates a strong history of
community outreach, mentoring and integrating research
Dr. Lampert has been selected to receive this commendation
for her unwavering support of the VAEA. Dr. Lampert came
forward and volunteered to facilitate the preservation of the

VAEA Archives ensuring that the
materials would be catalogued and
accessible. This collection had been
housed in boxes in various attics
throughout Virginia. After Scott
Russell compiled the 5 file crates
of documentation, Dr. Lampert
made arrangements through the
Special Collections division of the
VCU Library to house the archives.
Nancy Lampert
The VAEA is greatly indebted to
Dr. Lampert for her selfless volunteerism and her ongoing
support. In Dr. Pam Taylor’s nomination she noted that “Dr.
Lampert is one of our student’s most favorite professors as her
kind and caring spirit translates into everything she does. Her
gentle kindness and compassion indeed makes this world a
better place ” The VAEA is proud to honor the dedication of
Dr. Nancy Lampert!
The Distinguished Service outside the Profession by definition
is awarded to a recipient who is not a dues paying, card
carrying member of the VAEA…but our nominee does pay,
and he carries, and he totes…Rick Lippson does anything
and everything needed at any given time with a joyful smile
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and generous heart. Rick, a lawyer by
profession, has reviewed countless
legal documents and provided
numerous recommendations to the
VAEA over the years. He is not just
the “man behind the woman”…he
is the man behind the Association.
Boards change…presidents come and
Rick Lippson
go but Rick has always been there.
In Maripat Hyatt’s nomination she
wrote: “Rick is the epitome of someone who cares deeply about
the work of the VAEA and does everything in his power to
insure that the VAEA is successful in its mission to promote,
support and advance visual arts education through professional
development, leadership, research and service. The VAEA is
proud to honor the dedication of Rick Lippson.
The dedicated VAEA members and former state division
winners who graciously participated in the grueling 3 page
adjudication of the award candidates were:
•• Elementary Division: Jacque Minarik, Sarah Warner
Mays, and Lisa Gardner.
•• Middle School Division: Brent Tharp, Helena Angew
and Naomi Sywers.
•• Secondary Division: Susan Hubble, Jennifer McDuffie
and Kathie Tharp.
•• Higher Education Division: Renee Sandell.
The nominees for the Class of 2012:
•• Are enthusiastic, passionate art educators and mentors.
•• Write, win and facilitate grants.
•• Orchestrate in-building, community and city wide student
art exhibits.
•• Research, write and develop curricula, frameworks,
content standards, assessments and arts integration.
•• Consistently present at regional workshops, state
conferences and national conventions.
•• Are exhibiting artists and award winning professionals
who publish in professional journals and magazines.
The 2012 VAEA candidates for the Elementary Division Art
Educator of the Year Awards were Beth Allums from Central,
Libya Doman from Northern VA and Angela Winters from
Tidewater.
This year’s outstanding Elementary
Division Award Winner is Angela
Winters from Tidewater. She is
a multiple National Art Education
Foundation grant recipient. She has
presented multiple regional workshops,
state conference and national convention
sessions and has worked on and chaired
various committees on the regional and
state level. She has received numerous
Angela Winters
awards and commendations for her
textile and theater designs. She has
authored several articles for School Arts Magazine. As a central
component of her district’s Office of Art Education, Angela is
an integral part of the curriculum development team and new
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teacher mentor. Jennifer McDuffee wrote: Angela embodies a
passion for her discipline by modeling a positive attitude and
a love of learning. She helps all her students develop effective
habits of mind that will serve them in and beyond the classroom.
The 2012 VAEA candidates for the Middle School Art Educator
of the Year Awards were: Lesley McWilliams from Northern VA
and Teresa Worth from South West.
This year’s outstanding Middle School
Division Award Winner is Lesley
McWilliams from Northern VA. She
is a multiple grant recipient from the
Washington Post and her county to
introduce the arts into innovative crosscurricular projects. She is noted for her
research in the variety of aspects of autism
that challenge art students. Lesley is praised Leslie McWilliams
as an innovative art educator who is aware
of the individual and collective needs of her students and who
integrates life lessons that empowers her students to recognize
and reinforce their self worth. In his letter of nomination, Scott
Russell wrote: “Lesley has been the art educator to whom I send
my elementary students. I have always enjoyed knowing that as
I prepare them as artists they will move forward to another art
educator who truly cares about the individual students and will
enhance their skills and love of art.”
The 2012 VAEA candidates for the Secondary Division Art
Educator of the Year Awards were: Kelley Shradley-Horst from
Blue Ridge, Rebecca Field from Central,
Augusta Dadiego and Donna Sinclair from
Northern VA, Ann Blomberg from South
West and Peggy Ratliff from Tidewater.
This year’s outstanding Secondary Division
Award Winner is Kelley Shradley-Horst
from Blue Ridge who holds an elected
position on her region’s board. Kelley was coauthor of her high school’s new curriculum
Kelley
for Art 1 & 2, authored new frameworks for
Schradley-Horst Art 3 & 4 and a new Ceramics Program.
She is the recipient of numerous studio grants that translate into
curricula richer in art methods and techniques. A technology
specific grant upgraded the I-pad lab enabling her students to
better enhance their digital artwork. The “Memory Project,”
introduced Kelley’s students to students from South America.
Portraits were created exploring the concept of remembering
without utilizing photographs or other traditional Western
methods. Soup Night fundraised monies for art programs,
student scholarships, the Food Pantry and challenged students to
a creative solution for a utilitarian container. Her principal, Tracy
Shaver wrote that Kelley makes a profound difference in the life
of every student by showing them that she cares, teaches them
how to think for themselves, encourages them to dream big and
believe that all things are possible. Her Fine Arts Team Leader and Co
Teacher, Jauan Brooks says, “Kelley takes students beyond themselves
by showing them that art is personal, a tool for communication, and a
means by which good in the world can be done.

VAEA Fellows

Dr. David Burton and Sam Banks

New VAEA Fellows
by Barbara Laws
This year the VAEA Board approved the

establishment of the Virginia Art Education
Association Distinguished Fellows to be comprised
of members of the VAEA who are honored for their
significant and ongoing service to the Association and
to the profession. The initial class of Fellows, all of
whom are also NAEA Fellows, was recognized at the
2012 VAEA Conference in Norfolk.

Awards continued...
The 2012 VAEA recipient of the Higher Education Division Art
Educator of the Year Award is Dr. Karin Tollefson-Hall from
Blue Ridge. She has served the VAEA as a division director
and survey researcher. Dr. Tollefson-Hall has presented 13
sessions at the NAEA National Convention in the past 5 years
and 7 sessions at the VAEA state conference in the past 3
years. She has authored a chapter for an NAEA publication as
well as several NAEA Advisories. In addition she serves as an
editorial board member for the Marilyn Zurmuehlen Working
Papers in Art Education. She is a grant adjudicator as well as
a grant recipient. Her passion regarding education is evident
in programs that span from an “Innovative Diversity Efforts
Award,” and “Arts Enrichment for English Language Learners,”
to Outreach Coordinator of Visual Arts
for several retirement communities.
Roger Tomhave, former VAEA
President, commended Karin for her
peer mentorship program that connects
under and upper classmen and raises the
bar for the creation of exemplary lesson
plans. In her letter of nomination, Dr.
Katherine Schwartz, JMU’s Coordinator
of Art Education Programs recognized
Karin’s consistent contributions to
higher education, leadership, teaching
Karin Tollefson-Hall
and research that are remarkable.

Mr. Samuel G. Banks
Samuel G. Banks, retired Richmond Public Schools
Director of Art Education and Humanities and VCU
and JMU adjunct faculty has held many leadership
roles in both the VAEA and NAEA, including VAEA
President and NAEA Southeast Region Vice President
and Convention Program Coordinator. In addition
to his support for the field of art education through
formal elected and appointed roles, Sam has also
acted personally as a mentor for many current and past
VAEA and NAEA leaders.
Dr. David E. Burton
In his role as Professor of Art Education at Virginia
Commonwealth University, David E. Burton, has
helped develop countless students into art educators.
The thoughtfulness he brings to his teaching is also
evident in his research, many publications, and service
to the profession, including the current NAEA Ask a
Fellow program. David has held leadership offices in
the NAEA and VAEA and furthered knowledge in our
field through his research contributions. He is currently
acting as a co-chair of the Virginia Department of
Education Visual Arts Standards of Learning Review
and Revisions Committee.
Dr. Renee Y. Sandell
Renee Y. Sandell, as Professor of Art Education, has
been at the forefront of the growth of the art education
program at George Mason University. A frequent
VAEA conference presenter, Renee also contributes to
the greater Virginia art education community through
her sponsorship of the GMU Student Chapter and
through formal and informal partnerships with school
systems. Renee’s research and many publications have
added to the discussion of content and quality in art
education. Renee’s leadership roles in NAEA include
Higher Education Division Chair as well as Director of
SummerVision DC.
Dr. Pamela G. Taylor
Pamela G. Taylor, Professor of Art Education at
Virginia Commonwealth University, has served the art
education profession in many ways and continues to
explore contemporary media and digital visual culture.
Pam’s many publications and presentations related to
these topics contribute to the 21st century knowledge
base of our field. Among Pam’s NAEA leadership are
as Art Education editor and Chair of the Council for
Policy Studies. In addition to being awarded major
grants to further VCU art education programs, Pam has
contributed to the strength of Virginia’s art education
community in the roles of VAEA Advocacy, Research
and Curriculum, and Higher Education Chair.
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Regional
News

Southwest

by Ingrid Moldenhouer Chase
This will be my last message to you as your Southwest
Regional President. It has been a wonderful two years
and I have fully enjoyed meeting you all. I would like to
thank my regional board, Chris Jones, Beth Campbell,
and Linda Daumen for all of their help! Please be sure
to welcome Melissa Humphrey, Richard Moon, and
Grace Helms to their new positions as the Southwest
Regional board. They are currently planning events for
the rest of the year. As always, if you have an idea for
workshops or needs in general, you can contact the board
at swvaea@gmail.com
It was great to see so many of you at this year’s
conference in Norfolk. We had a very productive
regional meeting. At the meeting we gave awards to our
regional Teacher of the Year winners. Please congratulate
Ann Blomberg and Teresa Worth for receiving this
honor. We voted on the 2013 Youth Art Month Theme
and the winning theme was “Reflections.” We hope that
all of you will be able to participate in this year’s show
during the month of March at the Jefferson Center.
We discussed at some length current methods of
assessment that are used to measure student growth. If
you would like to share your creative and innovative
method of assessing students with the region, you may
email it to me and I can share it with all.
Finally, we shared some arts-based service projects
that teachers in the region are doing. My students
are participating in the One Million Bones project,
http://www.onemillionbones.org/the-project/. This
project is designed to raise awareness of atrocities and
genocides that are going on around the world. Jennifer
McAlexander shared the “Butterfly Project” with the
group. This project, sponsored by the Holocaust Museum
in Houston, is designed to raise awareness of the 1.5
million children that died during the holocaust. If you
know of other great service-based art projects, please
share them with the group.
Once again, thank you for the honor of serving as your
president! I look forward to continuing to see you at
upcoming workshops and conferences.
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Blue Ridge

by Kelly Tuma

Happy mid-year! As I write this, I am still on a high from our
awesome art conference in Norfolk. It was so nice to see so many
familiar faces and even some new ones.
A big congratulations goes out to Kelly Shradley-Horst for not
only being regional Secondary Division Teacher of the Year, but
for also winning the state title! We are so proud of her and all her
hard work!
As we look towards the New Year, the Blue Ridge Region will
be very busy. On February 7th, we have our Blue Ridge Region
VAEA art showcase opening at the Shenandoah Art Center in
Waynesboro. The showcase will then travel in March to the Art
Forum at the Lord Fairfax Community College in Middletown,
with an art opening on March 16th from 1-3pm. If either of these
locations is close to you please come out and celebrate with
us. On April 19th we will be having a mini conference at the
Shenandoah Art Center in Waynesboro. Join us for a fun filled
day of learning new techniques to take back to your classroom.
Coming up in May, we will be having our weekend retreat at
Orkney Springs. This year’s Orkney Spring Mini-Conference
for Art Teachers will be May 10th - 12th, we will have fiber artist,
Dana Ailer, showing us how to crochet rags into beautiful
handmade rugs. Don’t miss this great opportunity. Back by
popular demand, our own Lynn Hilton-Conyers will be hosting
a three day raku workshop at her beautiful studio in Waynesboro;
July 12th will be the wet work, July 18th will be glazing, and the
19th will be the firing. This will be followed by the annual Blue
Ridge Region P-ART-Y! For more information please contact
Lynn at snlconyers@comcast.net.
Have a wonderful spring and summer, and I hope to see more
faces at these events!

Central
by Sarah Mays

“In my own philanthropy and business endeavors,
I have seen the critical role that the arts play in
stimulating creativity and in developing vital
communities….the arts have a crucial impact
on our economy and are an important catalyst
for learning, discovery, and achievement in our
country.”

–Paul G. Allen, Co-Founder, Microsoft

Northern
Virginia

Hello Northern Virginia Art Educators!! I hope you have enjoyed your holidays and look
forward to the New Year. We have a new regional president in Sarah Philip who has already
stepped in to lead when I was unable to attend the 50th Anniversary Conference in Norfolk. I
understand that all went well. Congratulations to all the new NVAEA Board members: Sarah
Philip, Cheryl Miehl - treasurer and Julia Schickel - secretary. I will stay on the board as
Vice President. The regional meeting also introduced our nominees and award winners for Art
by Carla Jaranson Educator of the Year. Read about them elsewhere in the newsletter. During the meeting we
collected a list of volunteers to help with the conference on Oct. 31, Nov. 1 & 2, 2013, which
will be held in Northern Virginia. Thank you to all who have already signed up. Please let
Sarah sphilip@csov.org or me carlajean8@gmail.com, know if you are available to help. There are many small tasks as well as
some major ones. Please put these dates on your calendar and plan to join this exhilarating experience.
The 29th of September was a busy day as Christine Lush-Rodriguez set up a full day of free workshops at her co-op - Artful
Dimensions Gallery in Fredericksburg. We had a good turnout and many teachers learned new techniques to use with their students.
Later that evening was the reception in Leesburg to honor and celebrate the publication of “Journal fodder 365” by Eric Scott and
David Modler.
We are grateful to Sean Murphy and Cheryl Miehl for the design of our conference pin and offer them our thanks. Thank you
also to Debbie Fitzgerald for hosting the October pin making workshop at Lake Braddock SS in Burke and to all the teachers who
came to help: Debbie Sue Pollak, Anne Ross, Lois Kling, Marcia Malloy, Julia Schickel, Kate Sternberg, Julie Cacciola, Silvia
Souza, Cheryl Miehl, Sarah Philip and Victoria Eichler. We produced over 500 gold graffiti pins to share at the conference.
For the future, we have several people offering workshops. Deb Fitzgerald is excited to share her Graffiti Fusion Printmaking lesson
with us in January. We will send out a firm date soon. Other ideas that are in the planning stages are Warm Glass Fusing, creating
great artful centerpieces for the conference and techniques for Polymer Clay.
I am finding it hard to believe that my two years as regional president have passed so quickly. I give a big thank you to Northern
Board members Sarah Philip, Cheryl Miehl and Kate Sternberg, to past NVAEA president Linda Conti and to all the VAEA
Board who welcomed, supported and helped me grow in this position. I look forward to continuing to support the NVAEA region
in any way that I can. Please plan to join us next year in preparing to host
Virginia’s Art Educators for our annual VAEA Conference. It is so much fun to
meet new friends and work together promoting ART.
continued next page ...

Tidewater

Central continued...

by Sandee Darden

As visual arts educators we understand the value of the visual arts and its
direct impact on student growth. We see it every day in our classrooms,
universities and museums. For some, the visual arts still are a mystery
or a fluffy class where students create things like hand turkeys. This is
changing because we are working hard to educate all in the power of art.
We know that visual arts classes allow students to expand their minds,
think in critical ways, explore the world around them, develop cultural
sensitivity, and much more – all important for developing twenty – first
century skills. As art educators it is our responsibility to continue to
advocate and educate for our visual arts programs. This can be done in a
number of ways – from talking with parents, working with administrators
and other educators, working with government personnel, networking
within the field of the visual arts, showcasing visual arts programs in
the community, instilling a sense of pride in students…. the possibilities
are endless! If you are not sure where to start, the VAEA has recently
created a new advocacy brochure to share. If you attended the VAEA
2012 Conference in Norfolk the brochure was included in your registration
packet.
continued next page...
Part of advocating for the arts is building a strong community of visual
arts educators and this is important to the Central Region Virginia Art

One of the tenets of our Association is
Advocacy. So, one of my personal goals for this
conference was to create “advocacy circles” that
we could collage together and give to legislators
on public education committees at the Virginia
General Assembly. People who went to the friday
evening event had the opportunity to have their
say on a circle of watercolor paper, and they had
really great things to say! When we realized there
are 26 committee members, Sara Whitlock,
Angie Salerno and Alicia Johnson created
many more. Then Elizabeth Tumilty, Suzanne
Andleton, Jennifer McDuffie, Gina Taylor
and I got together at Peggy Ratliffe’s classroom
and assembled the 26 framed collages. Your new
President Jennifer McDuffie and I will take them
to Richmond in January. It is so wonderful to
fulfill a goal of advocating for our profession to the
people who have the potential to change how and
what we do for a living. See photo next page.

continued next page ...
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Tidewater continued...

Central continued...
Education Association. This past fall,
we had a Welcome Back to School
Event at the Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts. Thank you VMFA and Twyla
Kitts for allowing us to continue this
fantastic event. If you did not attend,
think about attending next year. It was
super fun and allowed our members to
get together, share ideas and socialize.
We will be organizing another social
gathering this spring at VMFA when
the weather gets warmer!
Thank you for those who attended
and participated in the 2012 VAEA
Conference in Norfolk. It is always so
great to connect and re – connect with
other art educators. Thank you VAEA,
Maripat Hyatt and the Tidewater
Region for an awesome conference.
CRVAEA members were nominated
and awarded this past fall. Our
nominees for regional Art Educators
of the Year included: Secondary
– Cristian Koshock (Richmond)
and Rebecca Field (Henrico) and
for Elementary – Melissa Taylor
(Hanover), Lauren Leake (Richmond)
and Beth Allums (Henrico).
Rebecca Field was our winner for
Secondary Art Teacher of the Year
and Beth Allums was our winner
for Elementary Art Teacher of the
Year. Sarah Mays was nominated for
NAEA’s Elementary Southeastern
Region Art Teacher of the Year.
Rick Lippson was nominated and
won for VAEA’s Art Advocate of the
Year. We are very proud of you!
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Elizabeth Tumility, Peggy Ratliffe, Sandee Darden, Suzanne
Andleton, and Jennifer McDuffie with the Advocacy buttons.

We would also like to thank our outgoing
regional board members for their time
and effort during the January 2011 –
December 2012 board term. A big thank
you to our outgoing President – Sarah
Mays (Richmond), Vice – President
– Jessica Thomas (Chesterfield),
Secretary – Lindsey Hurlburt (Henrico),
Treasurer – Anne – Marie Slinkman
(Henrico), Photographer – Tiffany Floyd
(Richmond) and Past President – Dawn
Vass (Henrico). Thanks also to Beth
Allums (Henrico) who was always there
to lend a hand.
Let’s give a warm welcome to our new
regional board for the January 2013
to December 2014 term: President
– Sarah Mays (Richmond), Co –
Vice – Presidents – Anne – Marie
Slinkman (Henrico) and Tiffany Floyd
(Richmond), Secretary – Amber Kuper
(Chesterfield), and Treasurer – Meghan
Hamm (VA Department of Corrections).
As we look upon the New Year, Central
Region will be getting ready for our
regional conference. This year’s Regional
Conference will be held Saturday,
February 23, 2013 from 10 AM to 2
PM. VCU’s Art Education Department is
graciously allowing us to again use their
space in the Franklin Terrace building.

Co – chairs Anne – Marie Slinkman and
Tiffany Floyd are working very hard to
create a fantastic event. We hope to see
you there!
Our YAM Sun Trust Exhibition
opening will be held Wednesday, March
6, 2013 at 6:15. Please be aware if one
chooses to park in the Sun Trust garage
there will be a fee of $4 per car. The time
is set for 6:15 due to parking concerns, as
there is no parking on the street near the
Sun Trust building until after 6:00. This
is always a popular event with families,
educators and students so let’s continue to
support it.
Please also put on your calendars The
Educator as Artist Exhibition at
Crossroads Art Center. It will be held
from May 17 till July 8 with the opening
on May 17 from 6:00-9:00 pm. This
is very exciting as it is a new venue to
showcase our very talented regional
member artists.
The Central Region continues to amaze
and inspire me with its wealth of talented
art educators. Thank you for your
continued help and support. This is your
organization and it could not function
without you. Happy New Year to all our
amazing members!

VAEA Community Project
by Angela Winters
Our first Community Project, “Bag-O-Art” was an enormous
accomplishment. You can always count on art teachers to share their
knowledge, materials and their love of art, especially with children.
VAEA members charitably donated art kits to celebrate our creative
process during the Fall 2012 Conference. Hampton Roads children
will receive art kits, to encourage creativity and provide an outlet for
their artistic talents outside of school. Approximately 150 art kits
were collected and were distributed to The Dwelling Place and F.O.R.
Kids Inc, in Norfolk. The non-profit organizations provide shelter
and resources for homeless families. The directors were so very
appreciative and through your generosity children will have their own
art kit and other materials were used for art workshops during the
holidays. Thank you so much for your generosity and kindness!

YAM
Carolyn Nesmith,
Harrisonburg City

Mike Kalafatis,
Henrico Co.
Art Supervisor,
accepts award for
winning YAM book.

Youth Art Month is HERE!
The value that art education brings to the overall education in a child’s life is amazing to witness. Entering into my sixth year of
teaching, I am now beginning to hear back from former students about how the visual arts helped shape their life. I am beginning
to see the outcomes of what we all strive to do every single day: change the world, one life at a time.
As art educators, this mantra is in our core. We know it because we see it every day in our classrooms. However, from the
perspective of an onlooker, some persuasion may be needed to open their eyes to the value of our calling.
Communication, exposure, and record keeping are vital to the continued success of every art program in our state. By definition,
the visual arts are made to be seen. It is included in our role as educators to create opportunities for our students to exhibit their
work. In showing their work, the student, parent, colleague, and community will have a window into our world and into the
value of the arts in a child’s life.
For many years now Virginia Art educators have used March as the pinnacle of student displays and events for the year as Youth
Art Month is observed nationwide. I would highly recommend in joining this tradition if it hasn’t been your strategy in the
past. Many onlookers pay closer attention when events are framed around a national banner like YAM. We must use every tool
available to advocate and YAM is probably one of the most effective. For ideas or support about how to use YAM in your school
our region or how to expand your program please feel free to email me anytime or check the YAM page on the VAEA site.
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Melanie, Gr.11, Art 4, Hermitage HS.
Art Educator: Janet Masterson

Sophie, Gr.11, Art 4, Hermitage HS.
Art Educator: Janet Masterson
Mark, Gr.11, Art 3, Hermitage HS.
Art Educator: Janet Masterson

Cierra, Clover Hill HS. Art Educator: Alyssa Koontz

Randolph ES Student.
Art Educator: Cindy Edmonds
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Student Art Gallery

Chilhuly inspired chandelier by students at
Nuckols Farm ES.
Art Educator: Jennifer Hampton

Carol, Gr. 12, Warren County H.S.
Art Educator: Allison Cusato

Ward ES
Student.
Art
Educator:
Maripat
Hyatt

Emily, Patrick Henry HS. Art Educator: Jen Stackpole

Calyssa, Atlee H.S.
Art Educator: VeronicaGerber
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Elementary

Middle

by Angela Winters

by Brent Tharp

As I to settle into the 2012-13 school
year routines, I always look forward
to sharing new ideas and information
with my art colleagues. The VAEA
Board has discussed a number of ways
to promote the rewards of membership
in our organization with new members.
We would like to encourage everyone
to share with non-members: Why do
you belong to VAEA? How it has
changed or improved your teaching?
What difference does it make in your
classroom? Please send any ideas or
suggestions to akwinter@nps.k12.va.us.
From all reports, the 2012 Conference
was a HUGE success! During the

Treasure, Arthur Ashe ES.
Art Educator: April Barlett.
The main topic of the meeting was
Standard 7 of the New Performance
Standards and Evaluation Criteria for
Teachers.

*The DOE site has a wealth of
information including: guidelines for
uniform performance standards and
evaluation criteria for teachers, the
research base for the 2011
uniform performance
standard, Teacher Direct
News-Events-Library,
Instructional Support for
cross-curricular instruction,
and Online Resource
Partners to name just a few
of the resources available.
Take a few moments to
check the online resources.
Remember that the
Elementary Division and
the VAEA Board Members
are also great resources. If
Natalie, Gr.4, Ward ES. Art Educator: Maripat Hyatt
you are looking for an idea
VAEA is only a click away.
Elementary Division Meeting a number
of topics were discussed. Members
would like to congratulate Kathy
Barclay on the wonderful newsletter/
magazine that she produces for our
organization. Interactive Websites were
also discussed. What a great way to
utilize technology standards in your
classroom. If you would like more
information please contact Allison
Cusato at acusato@wcps.k12.va.us
for her portaportal address and to
join in her shared interactive website
information project.
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Finally, I would like to take a moment to
sincerely thank everyone for the selection
as the VAEA State Art Educator Award in
the Elementary Division. It is an honor
and privilege to have been chosen. I
would like to thank all of the members
that have mentored me along the way.
Your guidance and support has made
an enormous difference in my teaching
abilities and who I am going to be when
I grow up, with sincere gratitude and
thanks for the honor.

I hope that this article finds you in good
health. For those who were not able to
join us at the Conference in Norfolk
this year, it is my pleasure to announce
that Lesley McWilliams is the Middle
School Division Art Teacher of the
Year. Congratulations, Lesley! It was a
great conference, because it was full of
energetic minds learning, teaching, and
working for the common goal of better
equipping ourselves to help others. I am
already looking forward to what great
new things we will all be able to share
with each other next year, as we grow and
our classrooms grow.
For those that were at our Divisional
Round Table meeting, thank you for the
great discussion and your insights. As
you may already be aware, as of July 1,
2012 the Board of Education Teacher
Performance Standards and Evaluation
Criteria guidelines were put into effect.
See the website below for details.* As
with all things, change can appear very
scary at first, leaving us fearful without
rational clear minds to see what lies in
front. However, it would also be overly
optimistic to imagine a new program
to be ushered in without any need for
adaptation and evolution for the teachers
and students of whom the guidelines
work to support and serve.

* The Virginia Department
of Education web page can
be found at: http://www.
doe.virginia.gov/teaching/
performance_evaluation/
teacher/index.shtml

Some of the areas where there are
opportunities for further clarification and
study were brought to our attention in
discussion. There are some worries about
the wording and verbiage, the time to
implement the pre-assessments, as well as
the inconsistency with some expectations
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Secondary
by Sara Cubberley

“Music,” Randolph ES, Goochland.
Art Educator: Cindy Edmonds
being numerical percentages while others
use more loosely worded terms. There are
also different interpretations across the
state on whether top achieving students
are supposed to exceed standards of
excellence or maintain their standard
of excellence.Pre-assessment was a hot
topic for the group and ideas were shared
about gathering knowledge on students
starting levels. It was cautioned to avoid
traditional-style of testing like a fill-in-theblank or a multiple choice. Other ways
that were shared were to keep ongoing
student sketchbooks. As the sketches
progress, you will be able to see how new
skills are applied in further works of study.
Electronic Portfolios were mentioned
as a good source for work. Pre- and
Post-Artist statements were one way of
showing how the analytical part of an
artist’s mind grows as they generate their
thoughts in the work process. Stafford
County shared how at the beginning of the
year, they have students create four pieces
of work; a Nature Landscape piece, a Self
Portrait, a Still Life with Geometrical
Shapes, and a Fantasy Creature. The
thought behind this is that it covers a wide
range and shows a breadth of what the
student knows and where the student will
later show improvement.
As we approach this new and exciting
time remember that you are part of a
large support structure here to help you
out however we collectively can. Let us
know what is working for you and what is
challenging for you, so that we can better
serve in your daily growth. I hope to see
and hear from you soon.

One year ago I attended my first VAEA
board meeting and discovered the inner
workings of this great organization. The
theme for conference was one of the many
topics discussed last January, ten months
ahead of the event. And what an event
it was! Many thanks to the Tidewater
Region for all your hard work and for
hosting a great conference. I would also
like to take a moment to congratulate
Kelley Shradley-Horst for being named
Secondary Art Educator of the Year.
Since conference, I have thought a lot
about the secondary division meeting. I
explained to those present I had attended
last year’s meeting when Performance
Standard 7 was addressed. Being fairly
new to the teaching profession and
hearing lots of discussion of Standard 7,
the question occurred to me “what are
standards one through six?”
This led me to a document on the Virginia
Department of Education’s webpage,
entitled “Guidelines for Uniform
Performance Standards and Evaluation
Criteria for Teachers.” Much of this
information has most likely been given to
you in one form or another by your school
system. However, the document explains
in full-detail all of the standards on which
we are evaluated: professional knowledge,

instructional planning, instructional
delivery, assessment of and for student
learning, learning environment,
professionalism, and student academic
progress. The first six standards are 10
percent each of the evaluation, while
Standard 7 is 40 percent.
At our division meeting this year,
with three art administrators present
to answer questions, we continued our
discussion of Performance Standard
7. I posed the question “what is
your SMART goal and how are you
measuring student growth?” One
teacher stated her goal of drawing
portraits. To measure student growth,
she had students draw a portrait at the
beginning of the year and has kept
the initial drawings as evidence for
comparison to the end-of-year drawings.
Several other teachers echoed the
use of drawing as a pre-test, with the
use of a rubric to assess the level of
competency. Very few said they chose
to use a written or multiple-choice test.
Those who did combined the written
portion with art production. Some even
reflected on what they should have done
differently in setting their SMART goal.
Jill Palumbo, a Master of Art
Education student, was also present to
talk about the research for her thesis,
continued next page...

Hernan, Highland Springs HS. Art Educator: Tessa Hairston
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Higher Education
by Roger Tomhave

Assessment in
Virginia

Camille, Gr.11, Art 4, Hermitage HS.
Art Educator Janet Masterson
Secondary continued ...
which involves how secondary
art teachers are evaluated. She
handed out the link to a survey and
explained that she plans to present
her findings at next year’s VAEA
conference. If you would like to
participate in the survey, please visit:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/
P7BJYGH
The secondary meeting was
concluded with a reminder to share
ideas, concerns, and successes
with each other and to reach out to
fellow VAEA members. Visit the
VAEA Facebook page for a direct
connection to other art educators. As
always, if you have any questions,
contact me at secondary@vaea.org.
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I am pleased that Karin
Tollefson-Hall has asked me
to author this article for the
VAEA newsletter, because a)
it gives me an opportunity to
congratulate her for having
earned the VAEA Higher
Education Art Educator of
the Year award at the recent
Norfolk convention, and b) I
am afforded the opportunity
to weigh in on a topic of great interest
at the conference, but also of long-term
interest to me: assessment in the arts.
Working closely with Karin in my first
year as Associate Professor at James
Madison University, I have had the
opportunity to witness her commitment to
preservice teacher training and licensure
in the visual arts, her development of a
fine Master’s degree program for inservice
teachers and others seeking a doctoral
track in their professional careers, and
her compassionate research toward a
well-rounded education for all students,
including an education in the arts. She
perseveres in her efforts to develop highly
qualified art educators among creative
artists, designers, and art historians. We
are proud of her at JMU!
I have been an advocate for many years
for assessment strategies in the arts
that require students to demonstrate, in
authentic ways, growth over time and
continuous portfolio development, and
that raise the bar of artistic achievement
through the use of clearly articulated
formative and summative assessment
rubrics. The new Department of
Education requirements for teachers in the
Commonwealth of Virginia, Guidelines
for Uniform Performance Standards and
Evaluation Criteria for Teachers, 2011,
effective July 1, 2012 (causing much

heartburn among arts educators), states in
Performance Standard 7:
The work of the teacher results in
acceptable, measurable, and appropriate
student academic progress.
(Virginia Board of Education, 2011)
The focus on acceptable and appropriate
ways to assess student achievement in the
visual arts should give us great comfort
as we work with our school systems to
establish those methods, far removed
from the standardized testing regime of
multiple-choice questions with only one
right answer. We lament the ever-growing
number of students who ask us to simply
give them the answer, as if life revolved
around simple, single solutions to the
issues we face. We should embrace the
opportunity to describe acceptable and
appropriate process-oriented challenges
that measure students’ abilities to produce
multiple, successful solutions in authentic
ways. Sketchbooks, portfolios, artist
statements, and artworks provide evidence
of achievement as well as growth over
time. So the heartburn, in truth, comes
from our lack of objective, inter-rater
reliable forms of assessment criteria,
rubrics, and methodologies to provide the
evidence for the authentic assessments
that we desire, and that will show student
growth over time, as well as achievement
levels. To meet these ends, I offer the
following for your consideration.
Formative Assessments
Formative assessments are the assessments
that occur prior to instruction, or at
points along the path of instruction, that
provide information on student progress.
For example, it is a fairly easy addition
to a lesson plan to have students create a
drawing before drawing instruction that
will give you a great deal of information
about the prior knowledge and skills
they bring with them to the experience.
Of course, some media require testing of
safety knowledge before you would ever
want to let students loose with materials
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and equipment. If required of you, safety
might be a good topic for a standardized,
multiple-choice test.
Rubrics
To me, thoughtful assessment rubrics
are the key to student success in relation
to authentic formative and summative
assessment. If you can determine the
criteria that really matter to you in art
making, critical/creative thinking, artist
statements, historical knowledge, oral
presentations, and the like, and then
can determine the descriptive rubric
statements under each criteria matched
to student skill development, knowledge,
and performances above, at, or below
grade level, you are well on your way to
showing growth over time.
These assessment rubrics, through
discussion with students, can lead to
much clearer student understanding of
your expectations, and once you and the

pre-instruction processes and products and
post-instruction processes and products,
while you are assessing using these same
rubrics, will lead to rich and meaningful
discussions regarding your expectations.
Summative Assessments
Summative assessments are those
conducted at the end of instruction. But
to show growth over time, I recommend
that they be no different than the formative
assessments. My own research, conducted
over a yearlong course of high school
AP Studio Art study, employed the use
of a formative assessment with a welldefined set of criteria and accompanying
rubric descriptors, by which the students
would self-assess their developing
portfolios at the end of each quarter. The
students were provided comment space
to justify the selection of rubric score
they believed they earned. Then teachers
assessed each student’s developing
portfolio on the same form, either agreeing

became clear on the teacher’s high
expectations of achievement, with
these same assessments being used as
the summative assessments at the end
of the year. The quarterly assessments
comparing student self-assessments to
teacher assessment looked as follows:

Students
Teachers
(Tomhave, 1999)
It was very telling to monitor student
justifications and teacher responses
each quarter as the rubric descriptors
became clear to the students. By the
third quarter reality had set in -- students
and teachers were on the same page,
and the high levels of achievement
accomplished during the fourth quarter
became possible. This study indicated
that these assessment methods not only
led to authentic evidence of growth
over time, but also led to higher levels
of student achievement through better
understanding of teacher expectations.
The bar was raised for student
performance.

Kristen, Highland Springs HS. Art Educator: Tessa Hairston
students are on the same expectations
page, the sky is the limit for student
achievement. I believe that a student
can hit any target that they can see and
that doesn’t move. So, having the same
rubrics for students to self-assess their

with the student’s assessment, or when
disagreeing, providing feedback as to
where the student might be misinterpreting
the rubric descriptor of performance.
Through yearlong negotiation of the
meaning of these descriptors, students

In my estimation, proper use of
formative assessments, specific criteria
and rubric descriptors of processes and
performances worthy of assessment,
student self-assessments, and teacher
assessments resulting in summative
assessments are the kind of authentic
assessments that fairly and authentically
measure student growth over time and
levels of achievement in the visual arts.
We should take the opportunity to set in
motion the kinds of assessments within
continued next page...
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“Backward design
is a method of
designing educational
curriculum by
setting goals
before choosing
Tomhave, Roger D., 1999. Portfolio
instructional
Assessment in the Visual Arts:
methods and forms
A Comparison of Advanced
of assessment.
Secondary Art Education
Backward design of
Strategies. University
curriculum typically
of Minnesota, Doctoral
involves three stages:
Dissertation, Minneapolis,
Taylor, Atlee HS. Art Educator: Veronica Gerber
MN.
1. identify the
results desired
Virginia Board of Education, 2011.
2. determine acceptable levels of
an indicator of the student’s achievement.
evidence that support that the desired
Guidelines for Uniform
A grade is a number. We can no longer
results have occurred
Performance Standards
rely on “fuzzy assessment” to give
3. design activities that will make
and Evaluation Criteria for
grades. Simply put, a fuzzy assessment
desired results happen”
Teachers. Virginia Department
is deciding on what you know about a
of Education, Richmond, VA.
student to determine their grade.
In art and every other curricular area,
So, the trick is to break down our lesson
each activity, lesson, or unit has a desired
into measurable “chunks”. Each chunk
outcome (“results desired”). Outcomes
should have a clearly written goal with
are driven by our curriculum and the
different levels of achievement. These
Virginia Art Standards of Learning. Every
levels must have numerical values. These
time we create a lesson, we think about
values are added up to determine a final
the final outcome first. This is step 1.
quantitative measure.
Supervision&
Step 3 says that we “design activities that
This is a rubric. A rubric is the most
will make the desired results happen”.
common tool used to define the values
Administration
We know how to build a series of lessons
for each chunk and the final score. Heidi
(activities) leading to a final product. We
Andrade of the University at Albany,
by Michael Gettings
learned this in our art education classes
State University of New York writes,
Backwards Design,
and we do this as art teachers. Ideally,
“A rubric is a scoring tool that lists the
each lesson activity builds on previous
criteria for a piece of work, or “what
Rubrics and Assessments
skills. A final culminating product is
counts”...it also articulates gradations of
usually
the
outcome
of
this
series.
quality for each criterion, from excellent
You have written your SMART goal
Step 2 addresses evidence. We assess
to poor.” It is time to look at rubrics and
and probably taken a shot at a preeach
student
in
our
classroom
in
order
to
how to create exemplar rubrics for use in
assessment. Let’s look at how to assess
help
them
reach
their
goal.
This
is
done
our classrooms. Go to rubistar.4teachers.
student works. Google backwards
mostly
in
an
ad
hoc
fashion.
We
walk
org and take a look at some rubric
design and in the first paragraph you
around and assess each student’s work
designs to get you started. Remember,
will read:
and offer guidance to help
students can and should self-assess. Share
them achieve their goal (This
the information about your rubrics with
is a form of differentiation by
your colleagues at regional conferences
the way). We also have some
and in communication with each other.
idea of how the final product
We are all learning together and together
should look.
we are all stronger.
Some people say art outcomes
cannot be measured. We
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backward_
cannot take qualitative
design
information (pictures,
http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.
demonstrated skill, etc.)
php?screen=WhatIs
and turn it into quantitative
http://learnweb.harvard.edu/alps/thinking/
data (numbers). We can and
docs/rubricar.htm
must. We give grades all the
time (nine weeks, projects,
Blair, Atlee HS. Art Educator: Veronica Gerber
activities, etc.). That grade is
our school systems that we can support,
knowing that we are measuring what
matters in the visual arts.
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Division News
Museum Education
by Jennifer Schero

This year’s conference was dotted
with opportunities for teachers to
meet museum educators who shared
information about artists, resources, and
technology that enhance and expand the
reach of the classroom. The division
also had the opportunity to meet and
share ideas, discussing ways to connect
with peers and teachers. As a reminder,
don’t forget to bookmark your local
and state Virginia museum websites!
Check in regularly for updates about
exhibitions to share with colleagues
and students, resources for classroom
teaching, and find professional
development opportunities. Here are
some upcoming events to start you on
your search:

50 Great American
Artists

Taubman Museum, Roanoke
February 15 To June 1, 2013
Spanning a 135-year period,
the 50 paintings, works on
paper, and sculptures on view
feature key individuals and
movements that continue to
have an impact on artists and
audiences to this day, be they
familiar celebrated masters of
little known innovative figures
whose art deserves a second
look. Included in the group are
James Abbot McNeill Whistler, Winslow
Homer, Andrew Wyeth, Norman Rockewell, and Andy Warhol, Charles Demuth
and Charles Burchfield. Organized by the
Peninsula Fine Arts Center and the Taubman Museum of Art.
www.taubmanmuseum.org

Out of the Box: Trends in
Contemporary Jewelry

Virginia Museum of Contemporary Art,
Virginia Beach
January 25 - April 28, 2013

Audrey, Patrick Henry HS.
Art Educator: Jen Stackpole

Celebrate the emerging trends taking
place in contemporary jewelry. As artists
move away from traditional materials,
boundaries are crossed – is what you see
sculpture, installation or jewelry – or all?
Artists include Arthur Hash, Emiko Oye,
Rachel Rader, Lauren Kalman, Rachel
Timmins, Joe Churchman, Jennifer
Crupi and Margaux Lange. To learn
more about this and other exhibitions
in the spring, visit www.virginiamoca.
org Interested in teacher workshops?

Hayley, Atlee HS.
Art Educator: Veronica Gerber
Visit www.virginiamoca.org/teacher/
workshops to learn more!
See the work of Martin & Muñoz and
the installation Woman on the Run
before they close on December 30!

Domestic, Wild, Divine: Artists
Look at Animals
Virginia Museum of Fine Art,
Richmond
Nov 21, 2012 - Aug 04, 2013
Mellon Galleries
This exhibition examines the way
that artists have responded to the
significant but often enigmatic roles
that animals have played in human
life. Drawn from VMFA’s entire
collection, the exhibition features
many perspectives on the subject
of the animal—from wild beasts
to treasured pets to otherworldly
creatures. Don’t forget to check the
VMFA website for upcoming teacher
workshops.
www.vmfa.state.va.us/Learn/
Educators/Teacher_Workshops/
Teacher_Workshops.aspx
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we guide students to collaborate and
solve problems together; we facilitate
innovation; we present meaningful
challenges that link to students’ lives; we
connect learning in art to other content
areas…” and the list went on. Reflecting on
the many strengths of our art program helped
us clarify what we do and why we do it.

Johnatan, Brookland MS.
Art Educator: Michelle McGrath

Advocacy
by Jean-Marie Galing
If you were in an elevator at a VAEA
or NAEA conference and someone
asked what you do, how would you
answer? If you’d say, “I’m an art
teacher,” you wouldn’t be alone.
But what if you said, “I create
innovators,” or “I guide explorers
and inventors,” or “I facilitate
collaboration and creative problem
solving,” or “I grow potential?”
What if you used that opportunity to
advocate for the visual arts?
Jimi Herd had just such an
opportunity in Norfolk. While standing
outside of the hotel lobby he had the
chance to share an advocacy message
with none other than Bill Clinton!
After he spoke of his experience at
the awards breakfast, a colleague
commented how important it is to have
your “sentence” or message ready at
all times, because you never know who
you will run into.
In recent professional development
trainings, we have asked our district’s
art teachers what they’d say about
our art program in the “elevator talk”
situation. Their responses included
“We teach how to plan to reach a
goal; we teach critical thinking skills;
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What would you say in one minute that
would convey a pro-arts message to
someone, perhaps to a decision maker in
your community? The talking points in
our new advocacy brochure can help you
develop your own “elevator talk.” Copies
were given to conference attendees, and a
digital version is available for download
on the VAEA website. Consider your
thoughts about what visual arts education
does to prepare students for the wider
world. How would you distill it into a
compelling “elevator talk”? After all, you
never know who you might run into.

Curriculum
&Research
by Sara Wilson McKay
Worth your Weight in Gold:
Teacher Performance Evaluation,
Action Research and You
At the conference in Norfolk in
November, I offered
a session about the
newly instituted state
teacher performance
evaluation and I suggested that it could
be useful to consider
Akan goldweights as
a metaphor for how
we approach performance evaluation. In
general, goldweights
were used in West
African cultures in
the process of trade.
Complete small sets
of weights were gifts
to newly wedded

men. This insured that he would be able
to enter the merchant trade respectably
and successfully. Goldweights stabilized
and secured regional and local trade between peoples, while they took on further
meaning beyond their practical uses. The
weights represent stories, riddles, and
codes of conduct that helped guide Akan
peoples in the ways they live their lives.
Central to Akan culture is the concern
for equality and justice; it is rich in oral
histories on this subject. Many weights
symbolize significant and
well-known stories.
The weights were
part of the
Akan’s cultural
reinforcement,
expressing personal behavior
codes, beliefs, and values in a medium
that was familiar to many people. Early
weights displayed bold, but simple, artistic designs. Later weights developed into
beautiful works of art with fine details.
However, by the 1890s, the quality of
both design and material was very poor,
and the abandonment of the weights
quickly followed.
If you look at the words above that are
underlined, you will note that we can
apply many of those same words to our
efforts to show value in the effective art
teaching that we do: weighing our work

Jeffrey, Atlee HS. Art Educator: Veronica Gerber

Affiliates
your goldweight.
If I handed you
a lump of clay to
sculpt into a figure
that represents
your worth as an
art educator, what
would it look like?
Samantha, Atlee HS. Art Educator: Veronica Gerber
Would it have
bold, but simple, artistic designs? Would
you develop it into a beautiful work of art
can earn respect and show success. Modes
with fine details? Or would it be poorly
of weighing our worth can stabilize our
designed or made without wedging or
practice and have meaning beyond its use
preparing the clay?
in evaluating teachers.
Approaching teacher evaluation from
a position of power, presuming one’s
worth, versus a position of defense, defending one’s worth, can be represented
further in the goldweight metaphor. If
teacher evaluation is not a frightening or
threatening measure, but rather an opportunity to demonstrate our best practices,
the teacher evaluation process can operate
as a code of conduct that can help other
teachers and certainly administrators
understand the value of what we do. Our
display of our worth can answer questions
like: How does my teaching enhance
students’ lives at my school? How does
my teaching impact student learning in
significant ways?

The questions sprinkled throughout the
discussion above suggest that action
research may be a useful tool for designing your system of measurement and
keeping teacher performance evaluation

fashion is like arriving at the market
to trade with your intricately designed goldweight knowing full well
you are worth your weight in gold.
However, if you show up to trade
with a poorly designed goldweight or
one made of poorly prepared materials, your weight will not earn you
respect or what you might think is
your fair share.
So, I encourage you to approach
the teacher performance evaluation
process from a position of strength
knowing that you are in control of
how you design your goldweight. Be
an action researcher. Identify a question you have about your practice
and its impact on student learning and design intentional ways to

In using a system to demonstrate our
worth, teacher performance evaluation
may be a way to express concern for
equality and justice--- Do all students
have access to high quality instruction
in visual art? Is it enough time? Do our
efforts benefit all kinds of students?
Most importantly perhaps, thoughtful
participation in teacher performance
evaluation (like the goldweight system)
may offer evidence that reinforces desirable cultural habits and expresses your
personal and professional code of beliefs
and values---How do my efforts contribute to a positive learning environment?
How do my teaching strategies reflect my
goals for my students?
To further the goldweight metaphor, successfully addressing questions like those
posed above comes down to the design of

Jeffrey, Atlee HS. Art Educator: Veronica Gerber
in a meaningful space. Action research is
a cyclical process that, when adopted by
teachers, turns teachers and other school
staff into “teacher researchers” who
reflect on their work in an intentional and
systematic way that leads to valid and actionable knowledge. A cycle of planning,
acting, monitoring and evaluating leads
to subsequent plans, actions, observations
and evaluations. Reporting out on what
you find in this well-designed, systematic

investigate that question. Use your
design skills and capture evidence to
display your worth (photos, pre and
post-lesson drawings, student words,
etc.) that will create a most beautiful
goldweight—one that displays your
code of conduct, your concern for
justice, and your professional and
personal values and beliefs.
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Retirees
by Linda Hollett
At this time of the year, I can’t help
but think of limners, sitting in their
rooms, pre-painting portrait canvases,
waiting for the roads to become
passable in the late spring . We are
all hunkered down for the winter, and
what a perfect time to be creating art.
It seems a softer, quieter time, and we
can use the weather as an excuse to
stay home (or in our studios) more. It
is a wonderful time to create without
so many deadlines distracting our
energies, as we prepare for the coming
spring and new art shows. Our retired
art teachers, however, were very busy
this fall, and are making many plans
for the spring.
Many retirees attended the VAEA
conference, helping and presenting.
Kathy Barclay spent part of her
conference time manning the Sargent’s
Art booth at the Vendors’ Exhibition,
along with her VAEA Board
responsibilities and manning her own

art table during the Artisans’ Gallery on
Thursday night. Kathy continues to work
supervising art student teachers for VCU
and JMU and has just added one from
UMW.
Sandra Barkley is a mentor to a
Goochland High School senior who is
equally talented in art and music. The
GCPS Artist-in-Residence Program for
Spring 2013 is still in its planning stage
and will take place at the secondary
level. For those who live in or near
Goochland, a local entrepreneur, with a
background in business and sculpture at
VCU, opened an art center in the heart of
Goochland. Glenn Dankos’ Goochland
Art Center has a website: www.
goochlandartcenter.com/
The 2012 Summer Teacher Institute
‘Plein Air Painting’ at Douthat State Park
was very successful. All concerned want
to do a similar workshop in Summer
2013. It is still too early for details,
but Judith Sivonda will be posting
information onto the Clifton Forge

School of the Arts website, CFSOTA.
ORG as the plans develop. As many of
us do, she went back into the high school
art classroom as a long-term sub for six
weeks at the start of the school year.
“Enjoyed returning, but by the end of six
weeks I remembered why I had retired!
I was just plain bone tired!”
Judith also attended a workshop by
Vermont artist Charlie Hunter in late
September. “The best three days of
painting I have spent in a long time!”
She has exhibited in shows at Alleghany
Highlands Arts and Crafts Center twice
last year, once taking a second place in
painting in acrylics. In Clifton Forge she
continues to operate The Art Store and
provide instruction at CFSOTA. Some
of her young students have illustrated
a new Christmas story, Toot: The Toy
Train That Saved Christmas by Biff
Downey and Betty Downey-Wise. It
was just published and is available on
Amazon. What a great way to continue
the art education legacy!
Gene Toutsi has been working with
student teachers at VCU, as well as
her own artistic efforts. She is
president of the Virginia Collage
Society and active in the Guild
of American Papercutters. Gene
exhibits at Crossroads Art Center
and other venues, but her main
passion is still with art education.
“I love making art, but teaching
young people about art is the heart,
soul, and future of the visual arts”.
Carla Jaranson has been retired
since summer 2010. She has filled
her time with art, education, travel
and exercise. She has a small
part time adjunct position in art
education at GMU. This past year
she took two painting workshops,
taught two Asian brush painting
workshops in local schools and
had several paintings exhibited nine at one time in three locations
- with one sale. That is a record
for her. She continues to take

Godwin HS. Student. Art Educator: Lise Mayer.
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Cherita, Hermitage HS. Art Educator: Mike O’Neal
classes and learn more all the time. She
was elected as the president of the Sumi-e
Society of America last June.
Another Virginia retired art teacher
who is anything BUT retired is Dennis
Winston. He recently had work selected
in the Virginia Artists 2012 juried show
at Charles Taylor Art Center in Hampton,
and was part of a juried show in Atlanta.
He was also selected for the 2012
National New Power Generation Show
at the Hampton Museum at Hampton
University. Dennis was part of a Curator’s
Tea Panel to talk about his work with
another artist, one of the top art collectors
in the country, and the curator from
Baltimore.
Thursday, October 25th Dennis talked
about the ChildSavers artists on the
Virginia Currents show on WTVR with
Cheryl Miller. His work with ChildSavers
was shown, which was part of the annual
“Artists Support ChildSavers” Show
in October at Glavé Kocen Gallery in
Richmond. He talked about the power of
art to positively help kids in many ways,
such as with cases of trauma—doing
his usual job of art and art education
advocacy. ChildSavers used to be the
Memorial Child Guidance Clinic.

I was unable to attend the conference
because of laryngitis and a respiratory
infection. I was scheduled to present a
workshop on discipline Saturday, which
had to be cancelled. BUT the Youth Art
Month book for Henrico County, which I
helped put together, won first place in the

state! For some reason, that award is
more meaningful than any accolade
I have received for my own personal
artwork. I would never have had the
time to work on it if I had not been
retired.
Many of us, retired or not, worked
for various candidates and issues
during last November’s elections.
Now that the General Assembly is
in session, we can continue to let
our elected officials know why the
arts are important and deserve to
have expanded funding and support.
A good place to begin is with the
NEW Bloom’s Taxonomy, which
places CREATIVITY at the top of
the pyramid. The new wording at
each level makes it much easier to
see how art fits into the development
of thinking. I guess as educators we
need to make that our top priority,
too, in our personal lives and
professional endeavors.
During the General Assembly session
specific artists are invited to exhibit
their work at various locations in the
Assembly building. What a great way
to put art “in their faces”!
Art grows potential; it also grows
exponentially.

Jennie, Atlee HS. Art Educator: Veronica Gerber.
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